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FINANCIAL WISH FULFILLMENT FOR SOME IS
having enough cash to pay the rent, buy food and gas, and
buy the baby's diapers. For many others, however, having
enough dough to throw around at will will better fill the

bill. Money madness of the latter kind takes a suburban housewife
and her unlikely cohorts on a green goods scheme in Mad Money,
which opened in theaters nationwide earlier this year.

Mad Money opened in wide release

---‘$'
	and eventually turned in a domestic

gross of $20+ million. It is now on

0 KEDAToN ,ArrA, He/Al:AXES DVD. This buddy heist flick teamed
three Hollywood actress of varying
acclaim -- Diane Keaton, Queen
Latifah, and Katie Holmes -- in a come-

1 dy caper in which they rip off the
Kansas City Federal Reserve Bank.

Such shenanigans should be of
interest to Paper Money readers, who
may have missed my abridged film
review which appeared contemporane-
ously in Coin World. Many readers of
this magazine likely also collect the
Kansas City Fed bank's bills.

While the actresses only lit up the
silver screen to somewhat tepid reviews,
the cash flashing green all over the mul-
tiplex screens is the reel star of Mad
Money, in this hobbyist's view. It provid-
ed me the opportunity to apply my
movie money sleuthing skills honed in
the preparation of my Show Me the
Money! The Standard Catalog of Motion
Picture, Television, Stage and Advertising
Prop Money (McFarland, 2005).

Amid flashes of real Federal
Reserve Notes shown prominently as
"flash" (a cinema technique to add real-
ism in closeup shots), the characters
spend the bulk of 103-minute film steal-
ing, secreting, counting, tossing bills in

IW .----,
the air, hiding, spending, burning, and
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Actors Tom and Mrs. Cruise (Mad
Money co-star Katie Holmes) at the

January 10, 2008, red carpet premiere

of Overture Films' Mad Money.

shredding countless $100, $50, $20, $10, $5 and $1 prop notes, which only emu-
late the real federal paper.

Prop money, however, as I showed several years ago in my awarding
winning book can be quite appealing and collectible in its own right. My 800-
page book, which I'm proud to say garnered the Numismatic Literary Guild
"Best Worldwide Paper Money Book" of the year and also an SPA/IC Award of
Merit, showed about 1,800 different varieties, as well as hundreds of cinema sit-
uations which featured displays of cash. More than a thousand movies were sur-
veyed. Prop note IDs on the pages facing, and following are from that volume.

The film opens in an upper middle class household with Ted Danson's
character Don Cardigan (think comfortable sweater!) moping around from a
year of not finding work after being downsized from a well-paying gig. With
hundreds of thousands of dollars in unpaid bills, homebody Diane Keaton's
character Bridget Cardigan decides to reenter the workplace and save the fami-
ly's homestead.

Finding her experience raising kids, making a home, and running a
household for several decades not very marketable, she accepts a low paying jan-
itorial job at the Kansas City Federal Reserve Bank because it "has benefits."

Bridget's job takes her throughout the maximum security banking facili-
ty, picking up trash, pushing a mop, and
also observing other Fed employees count
out and remove worn out notes, which are
banded and shuttled in security carts to
the shredders for disposal.

Frankly I can't vouch if the proce-
dures in this film for dispensing with worn
out currency jibe with practices in the real
world. An internet writer with more savy
than this author suggests these several faux
pas:

(1) When currency is destroyed at
a Federal Reserve, it is carefully accounted
for: serial number, denomination, and
destroy date.

(2) During cash processing, no
employee at the Federal Reserve is
allowed to be left alone with the money.

(3) In Federal Reserve cash pro-
cessing facilities, multiple denominations
of money are never allowed to mingle.

(4) In order to keep unauthorized
items (weapons, cameras, etc.) out of
Federal Reserve buildings, all personnel
are scanned before entering the building,
not on their way out.

My own field trips to the Fed
were brief. The last time I tried to enter
the Dallas Federal Reserve Bank several
years ago to purchase some of the then
newly released large portrait $5 FRNs for
a Memphis Paper Money Show Exhibit, I
was not received very hospitably nor given
a grand tour, nor permitted to purchase
any of the new notes. Officials simply
showed me the door. (Ironically, a well
spent series unknown but NexGen
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$1 Reserve Note (Reed type RA20-1)

$5 For Motion Picture Use Only (Reed type RA80b-5)

$50 Cinema Reserve Note (Reed type RA80a-50)
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Co-star Katie Holmes flashes real
Federal Reserve Notes in a screen
closeup from Mad Money. Most
scenes used prop notes like the ones
displayed here, and cataloged in my
2005 book, Show Me the Money!

Eighteen hundred varieties of prop money
are cataloged in the author's 2005 book,
which is available from the publisher at
www.mcfarland.com and also on
www.amazon.com [.1 All the note types
illustrating this article were observed in
scenes from Mad Money.
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A $50 prop note floats past Queen Latifah's currency thresher

Katie Holmes stashes loot in a trash can for later retrieval

Keaton, Holmes and Latifah sort their ill-gotten gain
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fivespot appears as a flash note in one of
this film's scenes.)

Writers of this film probably
never got the inside view of Fed opera-
tions either. Mad Money was filmed in
Shreveport, LA somewhat over the hori-
zon from the District 10 KC Missouri Fed
bank locale in which much of the action
supposedly takes place. Suffice it to say,
that this film, like many of its predeces-
sors, notably Who's Minding the Mint?,
thinks that the United States Mint sup-
plies new paper money to the Fed to
replace the old warn out notes dispatched
to the shredder. (A realistic Federal
Reserve angle was handled much better in
Leo DiCapprio's Catch Me if Yea Can.)

In due course, however, janitoress
Bridget recruits Holmes' character Jackie
Truman (think, Missouri's favorite son
Harry "The buck stops here" Truman,
this is the KC district after all) who pushes
carts of notes banded for destruction from
floor to floor, and Latifah's character Nina
Brewster (think Richard Pryor's Brewster's
Millions), whose job consists of opening up
the security cash carts, pulling out straps
of discarded notes and feeding the bundles
into a green threshing machine.

Here, the felony plan is simple
and direct. Bridget supplies a duplicate
cart lock and key. Cart pusher Holmes
opens the cart and slips out bundles of
boodle which she stashes into a trash
receptacle. These misdirected notes are
gathered up by janitoress Bridget in black
plastic utility bags. Holmes then pushes
said cart, minus the pilfered loot, to
Latifah's security location at which point
Nina unlocks the false lock, empties the
cart contents into her shredder, and sub-
stitutes the real lock to cover up their
theft.

All this is done, mind you, in full
view of myriad security cameras, who sur-
veil "everybody, everywhere, all the time,"
in the words of a clueless Fed Bank securi-
ty tiberofficial.

The trio subsequently meets in a
rest room, divvies up the plunder, stuffs
the bundles of notes in their undergar-
ments, and then coolly walk out past secu-
rity guards at the end of their shift.
Thereafter they count, reconcile, and
share their ill-gotten loot in a giggly fest
in a bedroom of Bridget's upscale home
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following their work shift.
Galpals Bridget, Nina,

and Jackie are not really stealing
the money, just recycling it one
more time -- the ethically-chal-
lenged characters decide --
before the notes are finally put
down for their final count. The
gals' "victimless" crime spree
continues unabated for three
years, involving hubbies, boy
friends, and finally an amorous
security guard who wises up to
their ploy. However, nobody
else in bank security catches on
until a revenuer starts checking
into the women's unreported
riches for income tax purposes.

Mad Money opened
January 18th to a modest $92
million weekend, or roughly the
amount of green stuff the KC
branch eviscerates in a heart
beat. None of the actors will
win Hollywood gold either.
This chick caper has little of the
panache which marked Thelma
and Louise, for which Mad Money
director Callie Khouri won a
passel of screen writing laurels
including an Oscar and a
Golden Globe.

Chicago film critic
Roger Ebert pointed out that
Mad Money is actually a remake
of a 2001 British film Hot
Money, in which another mop
slinger named Bridget teams
with another associate Jackie
and a Liz to steal British pounds
bound for the Bank of England's
incinerators. Stuffing dirty old
money in one's knickers must be
the rage. That crew also smug-
gled their liberated, reborn cur-
rency out in their underwear.

Ebert gives this
Hollywood adaptation Mad
Money a feeble star and a half.
Variety.com disparages its writ-
ing, acting, and characterization.
The Village Voice says its worth a
few bucks. ReelTalk's Diana
Saenger says it has substance,
and calls it "a modern zany
caper with entertaining perfor-
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The carefree felons rejoice in their big

score in suburban housewife Keaton's

boudoir.

mances." Christianity Today finds troubling "the sweeping lack of remorse over
stealing ... [for which] greed seems to win the day."

For this viewer, Mad Money is a mixed bag. It is neither as tightly drawn
nor as socially relevant as Dead Presidents, the 1995 Hughes Brothers' actioner
that also involved heist of retired currency but that time from a Fed armored car.
In that film the gang of Larenz Tate, Keith David, Chris Tucker and Freddy
Rodriguez provide better acting turns than Keaton, Latifah, Holmes and Danson
muster. Besides, the Hughes' film has a moral.

Mad Money is light-weight Fed bank thievery compared to the tension
provoked between Bruce Willis' John McClane and Jeremy Irons' Simon Gruber
during the gold robbery of the New York Fed district bank in Die Hard with a
Vengeance. Now there was a Federal Reserve knockoff worth its celluloid.

The current film also lacks the slapstick zaniness of the aforementioned
ill-named Who's Minding the Mint? (Columbia Pictures, 1967), and the genuine
humor provided by ripoff artists Milton Berle, Joey Bishop, Bob Denver, Jim
Hutton, Dorothy Provine and company, who infiltrate the "Mint" and run off
batches of notes for themselves.

On paper, however, this film does have its virtues in its three singular
lead talents. Diane Keaton has been a personal favorite since her Oscar days in
Annie Hall with Woody Allen thirty-plus years ago. Mrs. Tom Cruise was a
delightful guilty pleasure for six seasons as Joey Potter on TV until she opted for
Pacey instead of Dawson. But Kate Noelle Holmes (Cruise) did become an adult
star too on the big screen by holding her own in a gritty performance in The Gift,
opposite Oscar winners Kate Blanchett and Hilary Swank. The Queen has
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proven Oscar-worthy also in the musical
Chicago, and had heist experience in Set it
Off But she and her costars are cast adrift
in a too small boat this time out.

For this viewer, the money orgies
are the most appealing sequences in Mad
Money. After their first heist, Bridget,
Nina and Jackie literally roll in the dough
on Bridget's suburban bed. The gals'
boudoir revel in their illicit gain is mildly
reminiscent of Steve McQueen and Ali
McGraw ogling their ill gotten gain bed-
side in The Getaway, or Jim Brown and
Diahann Carroll on their bed of stolen
loot in The Split. All pale, however, to
the money bed scene of John Phillip Law
and Marisa Mell in Danger Diabolik.

Cascades of stolen screen cash
have been a staple of film fare for years,
and Mad Money does offer some good
ones. The best is the showy profusion of
falling cash sent skyward which appears
on Mad Money's movie poster. Bridget,

A barrel topped with prop notes, saved back from destruction,
appears in the film's classic money orgy final scene;

while we can bet that it's prop notes that Latifah is torching below 



Keaton's husband, played by Ted Danson, attempts to
get rid of the damning stolen loot by shredding and
flushing evidence of the gals' ill-gotten gain.

Male pals Roger Cross (above) and Adam Rothenberg
(below) play subsidiary roles to the heroines' comedic
adventures in Mad Money.
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Nina and Jackie toss the loot gleefully into the
air. This scene harkens back to Barbara
Streisand's Fannie Brice, who tosses cash and
cares to the wind in Funny Lady, the sequel to
her Funny Girl.

Still other films have regaled us with the
snows of stolen money more vigorously. The
great scene with Peter Falk, Paul Sorvino and
crew in The Brinks job springs to mind. Steven
Guttenberg literally swam in a sea of currency
inside the U.S. Treasury Building in The Man
Who Wasn't There. Musician Phil Collins and his
gang wafted through piles and piles of stolen
boodle in Buster. But for sheer mayhem arising
from the profusion of purloined money, the
Kevin Costner / Kurt Russell 3000 Miles to

Gmeeland heist tops my list.
Still in Mad Money the camera catches delightful

sequences of currency tantalizingly dancing in and out of focus in
mid-air. If you missed the film in its theatrical release, it might
be worth your while to catch it now on DVD, which was released
in May.

You won't find the lyrical effusion of cash shown in Val
Kilmer's Salton Sea, but sharp-eyed hobbyists with a quick eye
and a modicum of knowledge can catch glimpses of some of the
newer styles of movie money prop notes that fill Hollywood's
coffers. Props are used for the obvious security and financial
concerns in place of real money in most film scenes.

Prop master for the film was Scott Reeder, a veteran of
nearly 200 episodes of Dallas-based Walker, Texas Ranger, where
he offered up pallets-full of prop drug money. Here he provides
a splendid array of these numismatic gems. I spotted quite a
number of different notes cataloged in my book. From the
examples shown here, the reader can judge how realistic these
stand ins are for the real deal when projected upon the far wall at
24 frames per second.

Notes similar to these bills caught my eye in Mad Money:
$1 Reserve Note (Reed type RA20-1)
$5 For Motion Picture Use Only (Reed type RA80b-5)
$50 Cinema Reserve Note (Reed type RA80a-50)
$50 Federal Reserve Note (Reed type RA85-50)
$50 Motion Picture Money (Reed type RA90-50)
$100 For Motion Picture Use Only (Reed type RA80b-100)
$100 Federal Reserve Not [sic] (Reed type RA85-100)

There were doubtless other types of notes, which I did-
n't pick up on while munching my popcorn. But hunting for
them was a blast. With the film now out in DVD, slow and stop
motion could doubtless turn up additional varieties.

Whether these money angles or the semi-numismatic,
comedic glimpses involving the Fed in Mad Money win over the
viewer or not, he/she should stay sharp for the numismatic fire-
works at the film's end.

The money montage end credits, which parses Federal
Reserve Note designs in kaleidoscopic colors, is a visual delight
dancing across a giant screen. Whatever one's feelings are about
the previous 100 minutes, this film ends on high NOTES.


	Flashing Green on the Screen, Reel Star of Mad Money

